A single-dimensional interface which enables users to obtain diverse localizations of audio sources is proposed. In many conventional interfaces for arranging audio sources, there are multiple arrangement parameters, some of which allow users to control positions of audio sources. However, it is difficult for users who are unfamiliar with these systems to optimize the arrangement parameters since the number of possible settings is huge. We propose a simple, single-dimensional interface for adjusting arrangement parameters, allowing users to sample several diverse audio source arrangements and easily find their preferred auditory localizations. To select subsets of arrangement parameters from all of the possible choices, auditory-localization space vectors (ASVs) are defined to represent the auditory localization of each arrangement parameter. By selecting subsets of ASVs which are approximately orthogonal, we can choose arrangement parameters which will produce diverse auditory localizations. Experimental evaluations were conducted using music composed of three audio sources. Subjective evaluations confirmed that novice users can obtain diverse localizations using the proposed interface.
Introduction
Portable audio players and smartphones have allowed us to listen to music anywhere and at any time. Users generally download music from the internet which has been mixed by professionals, and they may adjust the overall frequency characteristics using frequency equalizers [2] . As an advanced music player application concept, several studies have proposed frameworks which allow users to individually vary the auditory localizations of different audio sources, e.g., vocals, guitar and drums, using approaches such as instrument equalizer [3] , selective listening point audio [4] and interactive controller [5] . These music player application concepts allow users to re-mix the perceived source locations of music tracks arbitrarily for their own enjoyment. Since the user can change the arrangement of the audio sources as well as his/her listening position arbitrarily, mixing of music can now include manipulation of the positions of the audio sources or the listener. This technology could allow users to produce live music performances by Manuscript received January 18, 2017. Manuscript revised May 8, 2017 . Manuscript publicized June 26, 2017. † The authors are with Graduate School of Information Science, Nagoya University, Nagoya-shi, 464-8603 Japan.
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remixing professionally recorded music signals to created new, spatially interesting compositions. This may also make it possible to create virtual concerts which allow users to experience video and corresponding, spatially correct audio of music performances from any selected viewpoint in the audience. When audio source signals and spatial localization effects e.g. head related transfer functions (HRTFs) [6] are assumed to be prepared, this is simply achieved by varying the arrangement parameters composed of position of listener and that of each audio source. Although arbitrary auditory localizations can be obtained through these frameworks, adjustment of the arrangement parameters to achieve the desired localizations may be difficult, especially for users who are unfamiliar with these systems. The issue of ease of arrangement parameter optimization in audio player devices has yet to be addressed by researchers.
In this paper, we propose a single-dimensional interface for arranging audio sources which allows users to switch between selected subsets of arrangement parameters, enabling them to easily obtain diverse auditory localizations. Since each audio source can be placed in an arbitrary position, the number of possible combinations of arrangement parameters is huge, even though the auditory localizations of many of these combinations may be quite similar. To measure the similarity of various auditory localizations, each arrangement parameter can be represented by a vector, which we call an auditory-localization space vector (ASV), and its variance-covariance matrix can then be calculated. If ASVs are similar, the dimensions of the ASV space constructed using the ASVs will be low. By choosing ASVs so that they are orthogonal, we can construct a representative subspace. We can then employ a single dimensional controller to allow listeners to smoothly change between preselected, sets of diverse arrangement parameters, so that the user's auditory localization settings can be drastically varied through the manipulation of a single-dimensional interface.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we explain an overview of auditory localization control using arrangement parameters. In Sect. 3, we propose a framework for a single-dimensional interface for arranging audio sources and describe its implementation. After experimentally investigating the effectiveness of the proposed interface in Sect. 4, we conclude this paper in Sect. 5.
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Auditory Localization Control Using Arrangement Parameters
Spatial Audio Rendering
Let us assume that a music recording is composed of N audio sources, whose signals are prepared a priori. We use S n (τ, k) to denote the n-th audio source signal at timeframe τ and frequency k. The signal S n (τ, k) is multiplied by the spatial localization effect functions G
, where L/R denotes "left and right" between the n-th source position p n and the left and right ears of a listener at p 0 . Functions G (L/R) n (k) could be implemented using binaural effect functions (BEFs) because BEFs include effective cues for 3-dimensional localization. By synthesizing those signals, binaural signals Y (L/R) (τ, k) are generated:
Since audio sources are generally placed in the horizontal plane, we assumed that p n (n = 0, . . . , N) is defined in the two-dimensional space. The BEFs are approximately modeled using measured HRTFs like [7] , as in [8] . Since reverberations can be ignored when HRTFs are measured in anechoic chambers, G (L/R) n (k) would be dependent on the relative position of an audio source between p 0 and p n . When that relative position is represented by relative distance r n and relative horizontal direction θ n , G (L/R) n (k) can be modeled as a function of r n and θ n as:
In many HRTF datasets, measurement was conducted by discretely placing a loudspeaker at a constant distance from a head and torso simulator (HATS) as in [7] . To generate G (L/R) (k, r n , θ n ) at an arbitrary direction and distance, we modeled it approximately by multiplying the distance attenuation by linearly angular-interpolated HRTFs as in [8] ,which can be represented as follows:
where W(k n , r n , r m ) andH (L/R) (k, r m , θ n ) denote the distance attenuation and linearly angular-interpolated HRTFs, respectively. r m represents the distances between the sound source and the HATS during HRTF measurement. As an implementation of W(k, r n , r m ), it is calculated so that the gain is inversely proportional to the relative distance:
where ω k and c denote the angular frequency of the k-th bin and sound velocity, respectively. Although it would be difficult to accurately obtain auditory localizations when audio sources are positioned close to the listener, it would be possible to roughly estimate the distance perspective using only distance attenuation.
Arrangement Parameters
Since the BEFs are modeled as a function of relative distance/direction, auditory localization would also be dependent on subsets of the relative distances/directions of the N audio sources. In this paper, set of relative distances/directions of the N audio sources is defined as an arrangement parameter as:
where M denotes the total number of possible arrangement parameters. We assumed that the acoustic field is discretely quantized by a 2-D horizontal grid, and that the cross-points of the grid are candidates for placement of the N audio sources. We define Δ as the grid interval length. The number of possible grid intersections for each
would be a huge number, it would be difficult for users to find their preferred arrangement parameters from among so many possible candidates. Therefore, we aim to construct a single-dimensional interface for arranging audio sources which will allow users to switch between selected, diverse arrangement parameters, allowing them to obtain a wide range of auditory localizations by manipulating a simple interface. Since the auditory localizations of many of the possible arrangement parameter combinations would be perceived as similar by the user, as shown in Fig. 1 , the auditory localization space can be represented by a narrowed field of arrangement parameter space. Under this assumption, a single-dimensional interface to switch between J kinds of arrangement parameters {Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ J } may allow users to easily survey a diverse range of auditory localizations. 
Proposed Single-Dimensional Interface for Arranging Audio Sources
Auditory-Localization Space Vector (ASV)
To model an auditory localization with N audio sources, an auditory-localization space vector (ASV) is defined as:
where K represents the number of frequency bins. The auditory characteristics of ASVs can be represented by the magnitude of the response of BEFs:
Although inter-aural phase differences in the low frequency range may provide informative cues for localization, they are omitted in this paper.
Other implementation examples used in experiments are explained in Sect. 3.3. ASVs could be represented as a function of an arrangement parameter as:
Since the combined number of possible arrangement parameters is M, an ASV space is composed of M ASVs, which can be represented as:
Representative Subspace Extraction from ASV Space
To construct a simple interface for arranging audio sources so that each user can obtain a diverse range of auditory localizations, several representative ASVs need to be extracted from the ASV space. Although M is a huge number, there are many subsets of arrangement parameters whose auditory localization characteristics are very similar to each other as shown in Fig. 1 . Even if the arrangement parameters are varied, there are subsets of arrangements where the volume ratio among the audio sources is invariant. When the received volume is restricted, the auditory localizations of these different arrangements would be perceived as being identical. Our basic method for extracting representative subspaces from the ASV space is to select J ( M) types of arrangement parameters which will line up in approximately the following pattern:
where σ(1), . . . , σ(J) are the indexes of the selected ASVs andf σ(n) is a normalized ASV, which is calculated as follows:f
where · 2 is the L2 norm calculation. This normalization operation is conducted not to distinguish between the types of situations shown in Fig. 1 , since the auditory localizations of the J selected types of arrangement parameters are unique. Thus, each user would obtain diverse auditory localizations by manipulating the proposed interface. The extracted ASV subspace is denoted by:
To measure similarity among the selected J ASVs, diagonality of the variance-covariance matrix of the extracted subspace matrix D(A J ) is utilized as follows:
where D = 2×N ×K represents the dimensions of the ASVs. Thus:
Diagonality D(A J ) increases as differences in the characteristics of the J ASVs increase. Thus, our goal to extract representative subspaces can be achieved by selecting our ASVs so that D(A J ) is increased. This problem is similar to subspace extraction when using principal component analysis (PCA). However, our problem would not be solved by simple applying PCA because the relationships between the calculated eigenvectors and the arrangement parameters cannot be described with a simple function. Thus, we need to construct an algorithm which will extract representative subspaces by sequentially selecting ASVs so as to increase D(A J ). The details of this process are explained in Sect. 3.3.
Algorithm Implementation
Since there is no specific method for ASV component calculation, we used the three following implementation methods. An experimental comparison of these methods is described in Sect. 4.
1) Magnitude response of BEFs (ASV1)
The magnitude of the response of BEFs calculated in Eq. (8) is utilized as:
2) Auditory-filter weighted BEFs (ASV2) In order to take into account the auditory characteristics of humans, the auditory filter in [9] is multiplied by the magnitude of the response of the PSD of the BEFs as follows:
where O(k , k) (k = 1, . . . , K ) denotes the auditory-filter weight between the k -th auditory filter and the k-th frequency bin, and K (< K) represents the number of auditory filter-banks.
3) Source power spectrum weighted BEFs (ASV3) The power spectrum of each audio source is weighted separately because power spectra of the signals of different musical instruments have distinct characteristics. When the power spectrum of the n-th audio source is denoted byS n (k), ASV3 is calculated as follows:
As mentioned in Sect. 3.2, the calculated ASVs are normalized as shown in Eq. (12) . An algorithm for sequentially selecting J ASVs so that they are approximately orthogonal is developed as follows. First, two ASVs are selected from among the M C 2 available arrangement parameter combinations so as to maximize diagonality D(A 2 ). Next, one of the remaining ASV candidates is sequentially inserted into T j after its diagonality is calculated as follows:
where j − 1 ASVs are assumed to be selected in advance. This process is sequentially continued until J kinds of ASVs are selected.
To determine the dimension of representative subspace, i.e. J, may be a difficult problem. As a pre-investigation to determine J, eigenvalue analysis of A M was conducted. Although the details of simulating conditions are explained in Sect. 4, N = 3 audio sources are assumed to be placed in 2-D horizontal grid and the number of its cross points is 81 (= 9 × 9), i.e., M = 81 3 = 531,441. Figure 2 shows the relationships between the number of eigenvalues (top twenty only) and the cumulative contribution ratio. The ASVs for this pre-investigation were cal- Fig. 2 Pre-investigation of relationships between number of eigenvalues and cumulative contribution ratio of the top twenty eigenvectors. This analysis confirms that the cumulative contribution ratio reaches over 95% when ten or more appropriate eigenvectors are utilized. Note that cumulative contribution ratio of the top twenty eigenvectors is 0.996. culated by applying ASV1. Since the sum of the first ten eigenvectors covers over 95% of the total sum of all of the eigenvalues, we found that the ASV space could be well represented using J = 10 orthogonal eigenvectors. Although the ASVs selected with our algorithm were not perfectly orthogonal to each other, they are approximately orthogonal. Note that J should be the number of dominant ASVs needed to cover the ASV space, and that the optimal value for J would vary in relation to the number of audio sources.
In order to smoothly change between the selected arrangement parameters σ(1), . . . , σ(J) by manipulating a single-dimensional interface, a permutation is conducted to avoid drastically varying the auditory localization. The Euclidian distances between audio sources for all possible pairs of J arrangement parameters are calculated as shown in Eq. (21), and they are sorted as σ (1), . . . , σ (J) to minimize the total distance of N moving audio source paths as shown in Eq. (22). The distance between the σ(i)-th and the σ( j)-th arrangement parameters is measured as follows:
To allow the user to smoothly change between auditory localizations, the positions of p σ (i),n and p σ ( j),n are interpolated using a cubic spline function [10] .
Experiments
To investigate whether diverse auditory localization can be obtained with the proposed single-dimensional interface, several evaluations were conducted.
Experimental Setup
We placed audio sources at the intersections of a 9 × 9 horizontal grid. The range of x/y-coordinates is, respectively, from -3 m to 3 m and from 0 m to 6 m, and Δ x/y is 0.66 m.
Using an HRTF database [7] with the specifications shown in Table 1 , ASVs were calculated using the three methods described in Sect. 3.3 (ASV1, ASV2 and ASV3). Two songs composed of three audio sources were downloaded from [11] , which contained audio sources listed in Table 2 . Although there is a vocal track included in "song 1", there is no vocal in "song 2". From M = (9 × 9) 3 = 531,441 possible arrangement parameters, a subset of arrangement parameters in which the sound source positions were extremely asymmetric, i.e., all of the audio sources were on the right or left side of the listener, were eliminated. After this elimination of unnatural arrangement parameters, 334,368 sets of arrangement parameters remained. J = 10 were selected using our proposed algorithm as described in Sect 3. The selected arrangement parameters and their trajectories in response to manipulation of the single-dimensional interface are shown in Fig. 3 . The black dot in Fig. 3 denotes the listener's fixed position, while the other marks denote the relative positions of the audio sources p m,n . The starting points of each line denote p σ (i),n and the tip of the arrows denotes p σ (i+1),n . By turning the control knob, the user can smoothly change between the J arrangement parameters, moving each audio source as shown in Fig. 3 . Because cubic spline interpolation was applied, the trajectories for each sound source were curved and go beyond the defined range in some cases. These results confirm that each audio source moves independently across a wide range of localizations. Trajectories of the audio sources for each of the three kinds of ASVs are shown in Fig. 4 . However, the localizations obtained using these trajectories are difficult to evaluate from these figures, therefore, objective and subjective evaluations were conducted which will be explained in the following sections.
Objective Evaluations of Extracted Representative Subspaces
To investigate whether approximately orthogonal ASVs were actually selected when using the proposed algorithm, their diagonality D(A J ) was calculated using Eq. (14). Using the three ASV implementations, representative subspaces and their diagonalities were calculated. As a comparison, arrangement parameters were randomly selected 1,000 times and the results were averaged. To adjust the experimental condition, J = 10 arrangement parameters were randomly selected in this case. Figure 5 shows the diagonality of the ASVs selected using each calculation method. For all three of the calculated ASVs (ASV1, ASV2 and ASV3), the diagonality of the ASVs selected was increased when compared with random selection of arrangement parameters. Although the highest score was obtained using ASV1, there were no significant differences between the calculated ASVs.
To investigate how representative the selected arrangement parameters are of an ASV space, a two-dimensionally compressed ASV space was calculated based on the t-SNE method [12] , which allows dimension reduction while maintaining the relative distance between ASVs. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . In t-SNE method, a student's t-distribution is used as the method of relative distance calculation. The many faint dots shown in Fig. 6 represent all of the available two-dimensionally compressed ASVs. When J = 10 ASVs were randomly selected, they were often concentrated around the origin of the two-dimensionally compressed ASV space. On the other hand, when the arrangement parameters were selected using the proposed methods, they were widely distributed within their ASV spaces. Thus, the proposed methods are effective for selecting a diverse sample of arrangement parameters so that users will obtain a wide variety of auditory localizations.
To measure how representative of an ASV space the selected arrangement parameters are as a score, a coverage ratio C is calculated as follows:
where S j denotes a set of dots around x j defined by:
S = {x|all possible M arrangement parameters}. (25) The x j denotes the dot corresponding to the j-th arrangement parameter, |S j | denotes the number of elements included in S j , d AS V (·) is the Euclidian distance between two dots in the two-dimensionally compressed ASV space, and r denotes the radius of the j-th circle when the center is defined as x j . The value of C becomes 1 when all of the ASVs are included in J circles. Since C varies with r, r must be determined appropriately. As a pre-investigation, we placed J dots evenly in a two-dimensionally compressed ASV space and examined the relationship between C and r. Since C became less than 1 when r was less than 40, r = 40 was used in this evaluation. Figure 7 shows the coverage ratios for the representative subspace when using the proposed methods as well as when using randomly selected arrangement parameters (averaged scores of 1,000 trials). From these results, it was confirmed that C increased when using the proposed methods, especially when ASV2 was utilized.
To investigate why the coverage ratio was the highest with ASV2, we applied eigenvalue analysis to the ASV space. Figure 8 shows the relationships between the number of eigenvalues and the cumulative contribution ratio. Since the cumulative contribution ratio with ASV2 became larger than that of other ASV implementations, the highest coverage ratio was obtained.
Subjective Evaluation
Subjective evaluation tests were conducted to investigate how diverse the selected auditory localizations would be perceived to be by listeners. Ten subjects evaluated the same binaurally rendered music signals of the same song remixed into ten different auditory localizations as stimuli. The ten Fig. 6 Two-dimensionally compressed ASV spaces using the t-SNE method. The many faint dots represent all of the available two-dimensionally compressed ASVs. When J = 10 ASVs were randomly selected, they were often concentrated around the origins of the ASV spaces, but arrangement parameters selected using the proposed methods were widely distributed around the ASV spaces. arrangement parameters were selected using the proposed method and subjects accessed them using the proposed interface. Subjects played the 10 different localizations for an arbitrary amount of time and in an arbitrary order. After listened to all 10 localizations, they estimated the number of localizations Q which they perceived to be significantly different from the previous ones. Thus, subjects estimated the number of unique localizations Q from one to ten.
Each subject listened to binaurally rendered music signals through headphones (Audio-Technica ATH-900) in a sound-proof chamber (D value: D-85) with a 14.4 dB Aweighted back ground noise level. During the binaural spatial audio rendering, there was no individualized adaptation of the HRTFs for the subjects. Since the coverage score of the ASV space was highest when ASV2 was used to select arrangement parameter subsets, it was utilized as the proposed method. As a comparison method, J = 10 kinds of arrangement parameters were also selected randomly. Three trials were conducted using each of the two methods (ASV2 and random), i.e., each subject listened to a total of 10 × 2 × 3 = 60 differently mixed music signals. In this experiment, "song 1" described in Table 2 was used. The ten subjects, all in their twenties, had all conducted similar evaluations about three month previously, and before testing had attended training sessions. The other experimental conditions were the same as during our objective evaluations.
The results of the subjective evaluation are shown in Fig. 9 . The vertical axis represents the average number of arrangements Q whose auditory localizations were considered to be significantly different from the others by our subjects. Higher scores were obtained, when many of subjects felt they had obtained diverse auditory localizations. The horizontal axis denotes the method used for arrangement parameter extraction. These results confirm that a higher Q score was obtained when subjects used with the proposed method. A t-test was used to confirm that the difference between methods was statistically significant since the p-value was less than 0.01. Although we used J = 10 arrangement parameters for each evaluation, the averaged Q was less than five, thus an average of only five different arrangements dis- cernable by our subjects. Therefore, deciding how to determine J is a problem which remains to be resolved.
Conclusion
A single-dimensional interface for arranging audio sources which would allow users to easily obtain diverse auditory localizations was proposed. ASVs were utilized to represent the characteristics of various auditory localizations for each arrangement parameter. Since many of the possible ASVs were similar to each other, we hypothesized that an ASV space could be represented with a limited number of dimensions, which was confirmed through pre-investigations.
In order to select ASVs whose auditory localizations were diverse, we proposed an algorithm for sequentially selecting arrangement parameters so that the corresponding ASVs would be approximately orthogonal to each other. A single-dimensional interface for arranging audio sources was proposed which allowed users to select various auditory localizations by switching between sequential arrangement parameters through the manipulation of a singledimensional interface. To avoid drastical variations between auditory localizations, arrangement parameter sorting and audio source path smoothing were conducted. Objective evaluations were conducted to confirm that diverse ASVs were selected by measuring the increase in the diagonality of a subspace when the proposed methods were used. Additionally, the results of subjective tests showed that users felt they could obtain diverse auditory localizations when manipulating the proposed interface.
One topic for further study is how to extract audio source signals from stereo music. Statistical approaches for signal extraction have been the focus of recent studies, but we hope to improve upon them so as to obtain distortion-less output signals. In this paper, we omitted inter-aural phase differences when constructing ASVs. However, in the low frequency range these differences may provide useful cues for localization, and thus this will be another focus of future work. Some problems also remain in the area of binaural synthesis. Although simple distance attenuation was multiplied using angularly interpolated HRTFs in this study, it may be necessary to take the effect of room reflection, reverberation and/or individuality of HRTFs (i.e., compensation for physical differences among subjects) into account to achieve accurate auditory localization.
